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Virtual SEA (statistical energy analysis) is similar to experi-
mental SEA, but based on frequency response functions com-
puted using a FE model of the studied structure. The knowl-
edge of the internal loss factors (defined by the user) as well
as numerous observation and excitation points leads to a con-
sistent data set that may be used to properly identify a SEA
model. This process has been improved by developing an origi-
nal automatic sub-structuring technique that guarantees op-
timized model construction and consequently a robust iden-
tification. This last feature supports SEA users with a lower
level of expertise. As an example, virtual SEA is applied to
the floor of a minivan. Convincing results are obtained when
compared to experimental methods.

Improvement in vehicle acoustic performance at low fre-
quencies (booming noise) and high frequencies (insulation) has
left perceived medium frequencies (200-1000 Hz) as the criti-
cal band in passenger comfort vs. power-train or road excita-
tions. Simultaneously, new design processes (e.g. systems en-
gineering), development time reduction and prototype
availability are pushing computational methods, which can
predict vehicle performances in any technical field – CFD and
thermal comfort, durability, crash analysis, CEM, vehicle dy-
namics and NVH. Sound transmission at medium frequencies
(especially structure-borne transmission) is one of the last
vibroacoustic subdomains not covered by any computational
method.

This frequency range is part of the physical medium frequen-
cies, where the response of the structure involves global as well
as local behaviors. Neither the ‘modal’ behavior, dominant at
low frequencies, nor the ‘statistical’ behavior, dominant at high
frequencies, can alone represent the medium frequency behav-
ior. Numerous dedicated computational techniques for address-
ing this issue are in progress and have remained at a research
stage until now.1-5

Thus, the industrial design process led us to develop a
method whose main features include adaptability to the cur-
rent design process, reducing operating time, and lowering the
required user level of expertise. The proposed method, called
Virtual SEA, allows car body modeling that surpasses tradi-
tional SEA limitations by an extensive use of numerical simu-
lation.6-7

This article covers the Virtual SEA method and includes an
example application using the floor of a minivan (Peugeot 806).
First, a brief background of the method is presented.

Extension of the FEA Process to Medium Frequencies
With crash analysis, refined meshes such as the one shown

in Figure 1 are available, at least for the body in white (BIW),
from the early design stage of any vehicle project.

The mesh size of a few centimeters allows computations up
to 1 kHz with no major difficulty. Because of insufficient
memory size problems, a direct solver is used instead of the

common modal solution. The resulting increase of the CPU
time has not been seen as an obstacle, considering a number
of recent improvements in numerical solvers for dynamic prob-
lems.8-10

If FE computations are available at rather high frequencies,
why not use FEA directly?

Increasing frequency makes the structures hyper-sensitive to
small uncertainties in material properties and geometrical
details. Such sensitivity, inherent to mass production objects
such as cars, cannot be ignored in the medium frequency
range. In this case only space- and frequency-averaged re-
sponses (i.e., energetic responses) can be predicted with
adequate precision.
FE modeling in itself does not provide the understanding
necessary for project improvement. The modal understand-
ing of the structure, used at low frequencies, is no longer
relevant due to the high number of modes overlapping to pro-
duce the observed responses. Modal behavior provides clear
design information through the locations of kinetic and elas-
tic energies, respectively, indicating where mass and stiff-
ness or damping modification are sensitive. At higher fre-
quencies, when modes start overlapping, such information
is no longer available. In the asymptotic case of high frequen-
cies, the kinetic and elastic energies are considered equal at
any point of the structure.
Figure 3 shows the comparison of computed and measured

space and frequency averaged transfer functions between dif-
ferent parts of the minivan floor shown on Figure 2. The plot
shows the matrix of energetic transfer functions defined as:

where        indicates a frequency average, and        a space av-
erage, and

is the input power at the excitation point (superscript ‘+’ indi-
cates the conjugate transposed vector or matrix).

This quantity is preferred to the squared transfer of mobil-
ity function because its variance among input points is much
smaller, meaning it provides more information about the dy-
namics of the system. Its use in the Virtual SEA Process is
shown explicitly in the appendix.

Note that, although observation as well as excitation points
do not have the same location in both cases, measurements and
computations lead to very similar results in terms of spectral
shape and spread among excitation points – except for part 1,
where calculations show an overestimated value that was later
related to a reinforcing plate, unfortunately welded to the pro-
totype. This problem is purposely highlighted in order to em-
phasize the difficulties inherent in a design process. With the
possibility of local changes in the body design, any modeling,
even the most accurate, remains uncertain regarding the design
process. Work is in progress in order to account for such mod-
eling uncertainties.
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Limitations of Classical SEA
Looking at vehicle project issues (mainly trim design, but

also vibration source strength specification), SEA appears to
be a very convenient tool for the design stage of a project. It is
widely used for air-borne transmission of sound, but some un-
expected difficulties are arising with structure-borne sound.
For example, most car body parts do not look like conventional
structures such as flat plates, cylinders or beams. Moreover,
when a candidate subsystem appears, its limits are difficult to
draw, due to wired 3D-geometries.

For additional reasons, experimental SEA and analytical SEA
cannot currently produce a robust car body SEA model in the
target frequency range of 200-1000 Hz. Experimental SEA is
limited by a lack of consistency in the measured data, but also
because the sub-structuring is not controlled, which can lead
to contradictory behaviors between points of the same sub-
system. This sub-structuring problem is also encountered while
building analytical SEA models. With analytical models, the
user also has to tune the model to account for heterogeneity
(e.g., corrugations, small hollow bodies, variable beam cross-
sections, etc.). Overcoming these difficulties would require an
impractically high level of expertise among all design engi-
neers.

Virtual SEA
From the mentioned difficulties, it was decided:
To use finite elements to simulate a fully consistent energetic
transfer function matrix measurement, and associated inputs.
To look for the optimal gathering of observation/excitation
points (sub-structuring process).
To use an existing experimental SEA process to identify a
SEA model.
Other models11 have been considered but rejected at this

stage, because they rely on a priori knowledge of the sub-struc-
turing. Even when the method, currently referenced as Energy
Influence Coefficients, provided an exact evaluation of the

subsystems energy, there was critical lack of control on the sub-
structuring.

Energetic Transfer Functions Computation. The first step is
in our proposed method is a numerical experiment using FEA
to compute frequency response functions. This approach re-
lies on two different meshes. The first one is a refined mesh
allowing FE computations up to 2 kHz, easily obtained because
of its similarity to meshes used for crashworthiness studies.
The second one, called “NVH mesh,” is a coarse mesh extracted
from the refined mesh providing a relevant sampling of the
vibratory behavior of the structure. It contains several hundreds
nodes and is used to estimate subsystems energies.

Damping is modeled through uniform structural damping,
which could later be used as a SEA Damping Loss Factor. This
damping will be close to the actual damping in case a later CLF
(Coupling Loss Factor) evaluation would depend on damping.

Then, each node of the refined mesh, corresponding to the
“NVH mesh” nodes, is successively excited by a unit force,
normal to the structure, and the transfer functions are com-
puted for all the nodes of the “NVH mesh.” This simulation is
performed using the Nastran V2001 direct solver on an IBM SP2
computer. The result of the simulation is a rectangular matrix
of transfer functions between nodal normal unit loads, and 3
velocity DOFs at the observation points. This database is then
compressed by a FORTRAN program to compute the input
mobility and the Energetic Transfer Functions (Eq. 1). This new
database is averaged over 1/3 octave bands.

Automatic Sub-Structuring Process. As soon as a database
of point to point Energetic Transfer Functions is available, SEA
analysis requires a compression of this information over a lim-
ited number of subsystems. This data reduction is the most
critical phase of creating the SEA model. Past experimental
SEA applications to car bodies have demonstrated the impor-
tance of a ‘good’ sub-structuring scheme.

When the database is compressed over an inappropriate sub-
structuring scheme, the inverse problem that follows (see next
paragraph and appendix) may result in a non-physical solution.
These discrepancies are mainly due to some abusive weak cou-
pling assumption between SEA subsystems. Unfortunately for
a car body the “weak coupling assumption” is not intuitive and
cannot be predicted until a clear definition exists.

From a practical point of view, FE generates a tremendous
amount of data, and dividing that data into subsystems could
become a very tedious and nearly impossible task without com-
puter help. Thus, the process was automated based on the fol-
lowing principles:

A subsystem is an energetic entity that must simultaneously
exhibit a significant energy level difference with other sub-

Figure 1. Body In white of a 307 SW car.

Figure2. Front central part of a minivan floor structure defining 4 sub-
systems.

Figure 3. Matrix of energetic transfer function between the 4 sub-sys-
tems as defined in Figure 2, computed (red – 100 Hz-2 kHz) and mea-
sured (blue – 20 Hz-10 kHz).
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systems, and minimized internal heterogeneity.
For any partition scheme, averaged responses and internal
variances are used to compute the distance to the above ideal
situation.
The partition scheme is optimal when the distance is mini-
mal.
An iterative algorithm was thus developed.
Initialization. The initializing sequence first creates a set of

subsystems as follows:
1. An arbitrary excitation point is selected and a first set of

points, with response lower than a given energy threshold,
is retained.

2. These points are used as excitation points to create a new
series of sets.

3. Reciprocity is then invoked to find strongly linked points.
4. These points are then isolated from the whole set of points;

a new subsystem is then created.
5. The above sequence is reiterated and ends when all points

have been affected to a subsystem.
At this stage a series of subsystem sets is available but the

partition still needs to be improved.
Optimization. Different techniques have been tested to per-

form an optimization of the sub-structuring scheme:
Statistical entropy techniques try to minimize an entropy
function expressed under the generic following form, as de-
fined in Shannon’s theory of information:

where pn is the probability of an event and n the number of
events. The events can be the point membership of a given
set.
Attraction force techniques rely on an attraction force be-
tween a point and a set of points; each point should belong
to the most attractive set. The attraction force is expressed

from the energetic transfer functions.
In statistical entropy techniques, a point is moved randomly

from one set to another until the entropy reaches a minimum;
another point is then randomly chosen and the process is re-
peated as many times as necessary.

The attraction process works in a similar way, but faster, as
a point can be moved from one set to another following maxi-
mum line forces. Unfortunately, this optimization process may
never converge, and some of the points may remain definitely
unstable. Further work is required to identify robust conver-
gence criteria.

In practice, the iterative algorithms are improving the sub-
structuring very rapidly and a subsystem set can be identified
within a few minutes. Providing such an optimized sub-struc-
turing scheme, independent of the user expertise, is a primary
advantage of our proposed Virtual SEA method.

As the iterative algorithm relies on energetic transfer func-
tions in a given frequency band (here 1/3rd octave), the sub-
structuring process can be performed in each of the studied
bands, leading to different sub-structuring schemes. It is re-
markable that the number of subsystems increases with fre-
quency as suggested by SEA assumptions on modal densities
(increasing with frequency) or weak coupling conditions (also
improving with frequency). From a practical point of view, it
seems that the model range of validity is centered a few 1/3
octaves lower than the model optimization frequency.

Inverse SEA Process
As soon as an appropriate data reduction is performed on the

now defined subsystems, the coupling scheme and associated
SEA parameters of the model can be identified.13-16 The model
identification is detailed in the appendix. The experimental
SEA engine of the SEA-XP software14 was used for this process.

The SEA-XP software, developed by InterAC to predict the
energy transfer in a rocket engine at lift-off,17 has been widely
used by the automotive industry to validate SEA models of
automobile bodies and rail cars.18-19 It includes specific fea-
tures required in complex structures such as a Monte Carlo
matrix inversion and connection scheme design tool.

(2)H G p pn n
n
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Figure 4. Top (A) and bottom(B) views of a minivan floor structure mesh.

Figure 5. One kHz, third octave averaged velocities map measured over
the floor; bare (A) and trimmed (B).

Figure 6. Sub-structuring at 500 Hz.

Figure 7. AutoSEA1 model – result of the 500 Hz sub-structuring.
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In practice, most of the automobile body structure is far from
the homogeneous conditions ideally handled by theoretical
SEA as input mobilities and transfer functions exhibit high
degrees of spatial variance. The parametric identification of
these high-variance SEA systems is thus performed in SEA-XP
by a dedicated matrix solver; the Monte Carlo solver.

The Monte Carlo solver randomly perturbs energy matrices
according to the variance of space- and frequency-averaged
Energetic Transfer Functions, and filters out unwanted sets of
equivalent mass and Coupling Loss Factors (non-physical nega-
tive values). This improves the identification process by con-
sidering possible data sets that are slightly different from the
original, uncertain set. The connection scheme design is the
iteration of two steps – selecting connection-involving power
flow higher than a given threshold, and checking the quality
of the associated identification process.

Finally, the resulting SEA model is described in a neutral file,
including sub-structuring and connection schemes, equivalent
masses and modal densities of subsystems, and Coupling Loss
Factors. The Damping Loss Factor (DLF) is uniform and con-
stant as it was in the computations. Actual values of damping
are generally tuned and modified later as in any SEA applica-
tion. SEA-XP can export created experimental models to
AutoSEA in both version 1 and 2 format.

Application: Minivan Floor
Principles of the Application. Virtual SEA has been applied

to the floor structure of a minivan (See Figure 4). The numeri-
cal results have been compared to measurements and an
AutoSEA2 model. Moreover, the effect of the trim on the floor
structure has been modeled by modifying the DLF of the SEA
subsystems touched by the trim. The results are also compared
to the experiments.

The refined mesh of the minivan floor contains about 600,000
degrees of freedom, whereas the “NVH mesh” has only 500
nodes. The Transfer Functions have been computed at about
300 frequencies between 180 Hz and 2250 Hz, covering 1/3
octave bands between 200 Hz and 2 kHz.

Measurements. Experiments have been carried out with an
artificial excitation (electrodynamic shaker) applied to the back
hook supporting the exhaust line. Only the panels’ vibration
wase measured. A laser vibrometer scanning system was used
to avoid adding sensors and the mass perturbations they cause
at high frequencies (here above 1 kHz using standard equip-
ment). At least 20 discrete points were measured on each panel,
including stiffeners when they are part of the subsystems. The
input mobility was also measured to compute the Energetic
Transfer Functions.

Figure 5 shows measured velocity maps in the 1 kHz 1/3 oc-
tave band for the bare (A) and trimmed (B) floor. These mea-
surements show how the trim influence decreases with fre-
quency, interpreted as an effect of the decreasing coupling
between the structure and the foam layer of insulation.

Floor Structure. As described in a previous paragraph, the
Virtual SEA prototype software allows the user to perform the
sub-structuring process in a particular 1/3 octave band. In the
present case, two Virtual SEA models were computed to cover

the 200-2000 Hz range – the first one for the 500 Hz 1/3 octave
band and the second one for the 2000 Hz 1/3 octave. The two
models respectively cover the 200-800 Hz range and the 500-
2000 Hz range.

Few iterations of the Virtual SEA process were necessary to
compute a robust sub-structuring. Figures 6 and 8 show these
results on the “NVH meshes.” A different color marks each SEA
subsystem. Figures 7 and 9 present the respective AutoSEA1
model deduced from the two sub-structuring analysis and as-
sociated coupling schemes.

At 500 Hz the numerical tool predicts a structure divided
into 13 SEA subsystems, whereas 14 subsystems are detected
to model the minivan floor at 2000 Hz. The differences of sub-
structuring clearly appear, and moreover it confirms that the
number of subsystems increases with the frequency.

Before comparing experiments and Virtual SEA results, an
analytical AutoSEA2 model was built from the initial finite
element model with the knowledge of the optimal sub-struc-
turing scheme. This model is shown on Figure 10, providing a
clear view of the subsystem position.

The same DLFs have been used for both analytical and Vir-
tual SEA modeling. Only two distinct DLFs were considered –
one for the frame components and one for the panels. These
DLFs both decrease as a constant power of the frequency.

Figures 11-14 present comparisons between the measure-
ments, the AutoSEA2 results and the Virtual SEA results for
the 4 panels indicated on Figure 10. Above 500 Hz, the devia-
tion between the measurements and Virtual SEA results does
not exceed 2 dB, whereas the AutoSEA2 results overestimate
the measurements as soon as the frequency is low and the sub-
systems are far away from the excitation point.

Based only on the results of a numerical simulation, the Vir-
tual SEA approach predicts the experimental data with accept-
able differences.

Trimmed Floor. The second case consists in evaluating the
effect of a trim on this minivan floor structure vibration. The
objective of this test is to show that nearly the same structural
SEA model can be used in both cases. The sound insulation
covering only modifies the DLF of the panel. All other SEA

Figure 8. Sub-structuring at 2 kHz.

Figure 9. AutoSEA1 model – result of 2 kHz sub-structuring.

Figure 10. Analytical autoSEA2 model.
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parameters (equivalent masses, CLF, etc.) are kept constant.
Figures 15-18 present the comparisons between the experi-

mental data and the Virtual SEA predictions. Again, the effect
of the trim on the vibratory behavior is well predicted by the
Virtual SEA technique.

Conclusion
The suggested method, called Virtual SEA, enables building

a SEA model based on FEA results. A large, energetic transfer
matrix is computed, providing a wide observation of the vibra-
tory behavior of the studied structure. This matrix is then pro-
cessed similarly to experimental SEA, in order to produce an
‘optimized’ SEA model of the studied structure. Such an SEA
model allows some understanding of the medium/high fre-
quency vibrations in terms of vibratory power flows between
subsystems.

The main advantage of Virtual SEA is the quasi-automatic
generation of SEA subsystems and Coupling Loss Factors. Vir-
tual SEA does not require the a priori knowledge of the sub-
structuring, which considerably reduces the required expertise
and the associated manpower.

Virtual SEA was assessed in the case of a minivan floor. Com-
putations and measurements were carried out separately and
without interference, except for the damping estimation. An
analytical SEA model was finally built to reflect today’s prac-
tice. The Virtual SEA results are globally superior to the ana-
lytical SEA results. They follow the global trends at even the
lowest frequencies and for subsystems distant from the source.
The trimmed structure has also been modeled using the same
SEA network, by increasing the damping of the panels. The pre-
diction of the trim’s effect on the floor vibrations is in good
agreement with measurements.

This article has presented the current state of Virtual SEA,
but numerous improvements can be expected. First, numeri-
cal simulation does not stop providing better and quicker re-
sults. The automatic sub-structuring that is not yet fixed will
progress. Finally, stochastic computations could be naturally
introduced, since the model identification process already
considers input data uncertainties. This last improvement will
be effective when the SEA software environment will support

Figure 11. Comparisons of velocity for subsystem S47.

Figure 12. Comparisons of velocity for subsystem S53.

Figure 13. Comparisons of velocity for subsystem S56.

Figure 14. Comparisons of velocity for subsystem S58.

stochastic input data in order to provide probabilistic results.
Finally, there has been some concern that associated acous-

tic radiation problems have not been considered yet. It has been
assumed that radiation problems will end up with a radiation
efficiency determination. Numerous papers deal with radiation
efficiencies, from FE computations to a simplified wave ap-
proach. Many solutions seem well suited to complete the pro-
posed approach.
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Appendix – Experimental/Virtual SEA Model ID

The ‘experimental’ SEA process13-15 is briefly reviewed here.
Moreover, its application in Virtual SEA, which slightly dif-
fers from the previous, will be shown. The theoretical basis for
the data reduction performed during the SEA model identifi-
cation is described in the overview paper by Cimerman, Bharj
and Borello.16

The virtually-derived SEA parameters are:
Subsystem “equivalent” mass (volume).16

Junction coupling loss factors hjk and hkj.
Compared with experimental SEA, note that the Damping

Loss Factor is known (input data) and that the input power is
computed exactly.

In condensed form, the balance equation of the overall struc-
ture can be written as

where L is the loss matrix, E the energy vector and P the input
power vector.

Equivalent Mass Determination. By considering the energy
balance of the total studied system, the sum of the energies
dissipated in each of the subsystems has to be equal to the
power injected. In a frequency band centered on pulsation w0,
this energy balance result is expressed as:

where Pi is the power injected at an excitation point in the sub-
structure i (computed), h is the internal loss factor (input data),
and Eji is the subsystem j energy when subsystem i is excited
according to:

where the quadratic velocity is estimated as:

When each subsystem is excited, the following linear system
can be derived from the balance Equation A2, invoking the uni-
form DLF, h, used in the computations and the Energetic Trans-
fer Functions (Eq. 1):

The vector of the equivalent mass is obtained by inverting
matrix H:

where the ‘++’ superscript indicates a pseudo-inverse, provided
matrix H is generally rectangular and numerous excitation
points are used for each subsystem.

Note that the modal mass can be calculated without any as-
sumption about the subsystem connection scheme. In addition,
the energetic transfer matrix is well conditioned – the diago-
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nal terms are indeed predominant.
In practice, Equation A5 can lead to negative equivalent

masses in some 1/3 octave bands, the sign of inappropriate sub-
structuring regarding the assumed energetic balance. That is,
it does not exist in any physical SEA model based on the pro-
posed sub-structuring. Compared to the previous application,
the use of the automatic sub-structuring process in Virtual SEA
almost provides positive answers. Nevertheless, specific inver-
sion protocols are employed to avoid such non-physical results
(Monte-Carlo methods14).

Coupling Loss Factors (CLF) Determination. Contrary to ex-
perimental SEA, where CLF can be computed independently
from DLF, Virtual SEA requires the equivalent masses to be
computed before the CLF. These masses are used to compute
the Energy Transfer matrix using Equation A3.

The CLF calculation is performed from an analysis of ex-
changes between subsystems. The balance equation for sub-
system i, subjected to excitation, is expressed as:

For subsystem k, where no excitation applies, the balance equa-
tion is:

Ni and Nk represent the total number of couplings between
element i and element k as defined in the coupling scheme.

These balance equations consist of a set of N linear equations,
one for each excited sub-system. Applying a load successively
on each subsystem leads to a total of N*N equations, involv-

ing all CLF. This linear system is solved using the condensa-
tion technique proposed by Lalor,13 which transforms the cou-
pling coefficient calculation into a successive resolution of
smaller linear systems with size Ni-1. Ni is the number of sub-
systems that are coupled to subsystem i, according to the cou-
pling scheme.

The final expression of the CLF, describing the coupling
between subsystem i and the Ni-1 connected subsystems ap-
pears as:

This problem has to be solved for each SEA subsystem in or-
der to get the total set of CLFs needed by the proposed cou-
pling scheme.

This system of equations can produce a few negative CLF
values in some frequency bands, indicating that the proposed
model (including the coupling scheme, estimated subsystems
energy and SEA assumptions) is not physical. This difficulty
is overcome first by taking advantage of the multiple excita-
tions of each subsystem and formulating a least square prob-
lem, and second by using a Monte-Carlo inverse process as
mentioned to determine the equivalent masses.

Again, the use of the automatic sub-structuring technique
greatly improves the identification process.
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